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The 2020-21 year disrupted Stanford University’s status quo notions about 
the nature of place in defining university campus life for students, faculty, 
and staff. Faced with new restrictions on campus growth and new policies 
limiting oncampusoffice assignments for staff, Stanford Law School wanted 
to explore innovative ways to capture room for student growth while 
addressing the evolving expectations of place within a smaller on-campus 
footprint -- during reopening and beyond.

Building on its 2008 and 2018 campus master plans, which included cultural, 
operational, environmental, and physical campus needs and strategies. 
MKThink is working with the Law School to understand and integrate relevant 
learnings from 2020-21 so that its future build program is flexible over time 
for an evolving set of staff and student needs. This includes expanding the 
Law School’s sense of community, and its vision for a “healthy campus” to 
include programs to support social emotional health, equity, and inclusion, 
improved indoor air quality, collaboration, innovation and intra-student and 
staff experiences both on and off-campus. 

Before pushing forward to full scale design, MKThink is working with the Law 
School to prototype, test and measure select concepts that are envisioned to 
address increased demand for on-campus community life and collaboration 
for the upcoming 2021-22 academic year, while measuring the success and 
shortcomings of a hybrid and increasingly remote staff workforce.
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Stanford Law School
Dynamic Campus Framework Plan

Defining the next era of planning and physical development

Stanford Law School: Master Planning

space audit Classroom utilization by activity type. 

space audit Weekly Use Hours by Capacity

space audit Most important attributes of a law seminar / lab classroom.

relocation scenarios Most important attributes of a law seminar / lab classroom.




